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Workout 4
What common fraction t satisfies the equation t

3 1t +  = 4
5

? 

Mr. Scott has five algebra books and four geometry books. He wants to 
arrange them all on a single shelf. If Mr. Scott keeps all of the algebra 

books together and all of the geometry books together, how many 
ways can he arrange these books on his shelf?

If A + B = C + 1, B + C = D – 1, C + D = E + 1, D + E = F – 1, E + F = G + 1, 
F + G = A – 1 and G + A = B + 1, what is the value of A + B + C + D + E + F + G?

What is the area of the trapezoid shown, with top base of length 
10 cm and sides of lengths 10 cm and 6 cm?

The mean of Danielle’s test scores is 85. If Danielle’s lowest test score, which is 61, were 
to be discarded, the mean of her remaining test scores would be 88. How many tests did 
Danielle take?

This figure shows the net of a three-dimensional shape called a truncated 
octahedron. How many vertices does a truncated octahedron have?

Jamie is making pudding, using a recipe that calls for 1.5 cups of milk and 2 cups of flour. 
He has 7.75 cups of milk and would like to make a batch of pudding using all of the 

milk. How many cups of flour will he need in order to keep the ratio of ingredients 
constant? Express your answer as a decimal to the nearest tenth.

When Shawna turned 21 years old, she was three times as old as Shelby. How old will 
Shawna be when she is twice as old as Shelby?

The sum of a number x and its reciprocal equals − 17
4 . What is the sum of all possible 

values of x? Express your answer as a common fraction.

There were 9 adults and 11 children at the movie at 11:45 a.m. By 11:50 a.m., 7 more 
adults and 8 more children were at the movie. At 12:00 p.m., there were 60 adults and 
children, and the ratio of adults to children was the same as at 11:45 a.m. How many 
more children came to the movie between 11:50 a.m. and 12:00 p.m.?
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